
Past Continuous Passive Form

Name: Date: __/__/20__

He ___________________, but he did not mean to give up without a hard
fight.
1.

(beat)
was being beaten

In an instant we were alone, and alone we remained for certainly half an
hour, while every attention _________________ by our guests to that other.
2.

(pay)
was being paid

As he did so, he discovered that his face ____________________ with
kisses.
3.

(cover)
was being covered

Let us think what was happening when these beds
____________________.
4.

(form)were being formed

We have a machine, but it _____________________.5. (repair)was being repaired

The bear _________________ too busy to spare her any attention
whatever.
6.

(keep)
was being kept

At least they _________________________ by no Indians, somebody
said.
7.

(not/attack)
weren't being attacked

She felt, as she ____________________ home, that the world was going
from her, and that it would be well for her, were it possible, that she should
die.

8.

(carry)

was being carried

They proceeded to the station and found that their train
____________________ at that moment.
9.

(make up)was being made up

Every effort _________________ to discover if the child had any relations
alive.
10.

(make)
was being made

Already, however, the means ______________________ of giving to
those powers a large increase.
11.

(prepare)
were being prepared

Some German girls ___________________ back to Germany.12. (take)were being taken
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The following morning I commenced an earnest search in a market-place,
where a fair _________________; and I saw in one of the booths new and
second-hand boots set out for sale.

13.

(hold)
was being held

Whatever it was, it __________________ away swiftly by the tide.14.
(sweep)

was being swept

It ___________________ out of the country by leaps and bounds-though,
to be sure, it still perversely persisted in yielding every year a larger revenue
by way of income tax.

15.

(drive)

was being driven

The first tables ____________________ when he returned.16. (fill)were being filled

And all the while the little party, though they made no sign, were perfectly
well aware that they _____________________.
17.

(watch)were being watched

Just as dinner ___________________ there came a knock at the door.18.
(serve)

was being served

Why should they feel that they _______________________ when they
were in need of nothing?
19.

(neglect)
were being neglected

It was not exactly known when the distant battles
____________________.
20.

(fight)were being fought
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